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 Don’t forget the spin
 Spin DFT
 Magnetic ground states
 Applications:

 Iron
 Heavy rare earths

Outline



First take a spin ...



the electron

magnetic moment

Fermion



the spin

Spin operator

Spin-up

Spin-down



Non-magnetic systems

Spin degeneracy:

The two solutions are degenerate

Spin density vanishes



Magnetic systems

No spin degeneracy!

General solutions take the form

Spin density matrices



Pauli spin matrices
2x2 matrix gives four different densities!

Especially

Most convenient
Charge

Magnetization



Collinear
If the solutions only take the forms

or

Spin-up Spin-down



Method – Unconstrained Non-collinear Spin-DFT



Brief History of SDFT 
Non-Collinearity

 72 von Barth-Hedin – SDFT-LSDA

 Since then – Collinear applications 

 Late 80’s Ekaterinburg (Sandratskii,Lichtenstein, Katsnelson) 
& Darmstadt (Kübler) – first non-collinear SDFT applications

 Mid 90’s NC-SDFT a standard tool – however still ASA 
(Non-collinearity in between atomic moments only)

 96 Full-potential – no constrains on magnetization density



SDFT:

ρ(�r) = {n(�r)1+�m(�r) ·�σ}/2
2x2 density matrices

w(�r) = v(�r)1+�bxc(�r) ·�σ
2x2 “potentials”

�bxc(�r) =
δExc
δ�m(�r)

local approximation
�bxc(�r) = �m(�r)n(�r)

�
∂εxc (n,m)

∂m

�

n=n(�r),m=m(�r)

From the 
electron gas



SDFT
By diagonalizing

one rotates to the local quantization axis

and hence uses this local ”collinearity”

However in semi-local approximations 
such as GGA – what gradients ...?



Kohn-Sham equation

H = {−∇2+ v(�r)}1+{�b(�r)+ξ��} ·�σ

Including spin-orbit coupling, an intrinsic “Spin mixing”

with

or rather scalar relativistic



MT

MT
MT

MT

MT

MTInterstitial

• Full Potential LAPW (APW+lo) method
• Unconstrained magnetization densities / fields
• Non-commensurability – spin spirals

Method

�m(�r) =

�
∑�G�m�Ge

i�G·�r �r ∈ I
∑L�mL(r)YL(r̂)�r ∈MT

χAPW�G (�r) =

�
ei�k�G·�r �r ∈ I
∑La

�G
Lul(r,E)YL(r̂)�r ∈MT



Secular equation

H = {−∇2+ v(�r)}1+{�b(�r)+ξ��} ·�σ

With a spin independent basis set, as eg LAPW, with dim N the 
corresponding secular problem is 2Nx2N.

Possible to do in two steps,
solve the spin-independent part, A, (1st variation, NxN)
treat the rest as ”perturbation” (2nd variation)

HGG�φG� =
�
AGG�1+ �BGG� · �σ +H

SO

GG�

�
φG� = εSGG�1φG�



Symmetries

no SO: independent real and spin space rotations
            i.e. a uniform spin rotation is always a symmetry 

with SO: rotations are coupled ⇒ anisotropy

              magnetic moments along, say 001 and 111,
           have different energies

�
AGG�1+ �BGG� · �σ +H

SO

GG� − εSGG�1
�
φG� = 0



Solutions
2x2 matrix constructed from the eigenvectors
 of the secular eqn

Charge

Magnetization
or



Continuous magnetization 
density

FLAPW, FP-APW+lo, FP-LMTO, FP-PW etc



Stoner criterion
Observation, for small m:

Induced moment due to a small test moment

It iterates to a zero moment solution when

but breaks down when χoI > 1

for a uniform case χo = D(EF)

m = m0 − χoIm0

bxc ≈ −Im

m = m0(1− χoI) < m0



Magnetic instability
More generally, for a test magnetic order of form mq

the response takes a RPA form

χq = χ0
q

�
1− Iqχ

0
q

�−1

which reflects a stable magnetic order when

Iqχ
0
q > 1

This corresponds to a true magnetic phase in case of solids



 Usually: start with some bext

 Converge to ground state ...

 Possible problems: complex energy landscape

 Slow convergence – flat energies in moment directions

 Many local minima

 Remedy: constrain the local moments

Constrained DFT

with

magnitude direction

Dederichs et al, PRL-94



AF in FeAs SC

Cricchio et al. PRB 81, 140403(R) (10)
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Crystal and magnetic structure of the oxypnictide superconductor LaO1!xFxFeAs:
evidence for magnetoelastic coupling

N. Qureshi,1, ! Y. Drees,1 J. Werner,2 S. Wurmehl,2 C. Hess,2 R.
Klingeler,2 B. Büchner,2 M. T. Fernández-Dı́az,3 and M. Braden1, †

1II. Physikalisches Institut, Universität zu Köln, Zülpicher Strasse 77, D-50937 Köln, Germany
2Leibniz-Institut für Festkörper- und Werksto!forschung (IFW) Dresden, D-01171 Dresden, Germany

3Institut Max von Laue-Paul Langevin, 6 rue Jules Horowitz, BP 156, 38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, France
(Dated: February 23, 2010)

High-resolution and high-flux neutron as well as X-ray powder-di!raction experiments were per-
formed on the oxypnictide series LaO1!xFxFeAs with 0 ! x ! 0.15 in order to study the crystal
and magnetic structure. The magnetic symmetry of the undoped compound corresponds to those
reported for ReOFeAs (with Re a rare earth) and for AFe2As2 (A=Ba, Sr) materials. We find an
ordered magnetic moment of 0.63(1) µB at 2 K in LaOFeAs, which is significantly larger than the
values previously reported for this compound. A sizable ordered magnetic moment is observed up
to a F-doping of 4.5% whereas there is no magnetic order for a sample with a F concentration
of x=0.06. In the undoped sample, several interatomic distances and FeAs4 tetrahedra angles ex-
hibit pronounced anomalies connected with the broad structural transition and with the onset of
magnetism supporting the idea of strong magneto-elastic coupling in this material.

PACS numbers: 61.50.Ks; 74.70.Xa; 75.30.Fv
Keywords:

I. INTRODUCTION

The recently discovered family of oxypnictides
superconductors1 has focused the interest of the scientific
community as they represent the first non-copper-oxide
based layered superconductors reaching a Tc of 55 K.2

Their crystal structure is similar to the one adopted by
the copper-based superconductors i.e. a layered struc-
ture where FeAs sheets are sandwiched by LaO/F sheets
(Fig. 1(a)). Like for the cuprates superconductivity arises

FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Visualization of the tetragonal crys-
tal structure of LaO1!xFxFeAs and the definition of the As-
Fe-As bond angles. (b) The magnetic structure only showing
the Fe ions in the orthorhombic unit cell (straight line). The
dashed line depicts the tetragonal cell. (c) Alternation of the
moment direction along the c axis due to the propagation
vector k=(1 0 1

2
)

by chemical doping and suppression of the magnetic
ground state; however, also the application of pressure to
the non-doped system can induce superconductivity for
certain FeAs compounds3,4,5,6,7 in clear contrast to the
cuprates where the antiferromagnetic state of the parent
phase is a Mott-Hubbard insulator requiring electronic
doping in order to obtain metallicity and superconduc-
tivity. For SmO1"xFxFeAs the magnetic ordered state
even extends to doping levels within the superconduct-
ing regime and low-energy spin fluctuations have been
observed up to the doping levels where Tc is maximal.8

These findings suggest an important role of magnetism
in the superconducting pairing.

The magnetism in the FeAs compounds appears to
be very sensitive to the structural details which in turn
modify the Fermi nesting conditions and the geometric
frustration. It has even been stated that the structural
distortions play a more important role in the modifica-
tion of the Fermi surface than charge doping for induc-
ing superconductivity.9 The shape of the FeAs4 tetrahe-
dra seems to be decisive, as the highest superconducting
transition temperatures are obtained for regular FeAs4
tetrahedra.10,11 This observation is corroborated by den-
sity functional theory calculations which reveal a clear
dependence of the Fe magnetic moments as well as of
the magnetic interaction parameters on the shape of the
FeAs4 layers, i.e. the FeAs bond distance and the layer
thickness.12

We have combined high-flux and high-resolution neu-
tron and X-ray powder di!raction experiments to study
the magnetic and crystal structure of the LaO1"xFxFeAs
series. We may unambiguously determine the magnetic
symmetry of the undoped material finding a sizeable or-
dered moment. The doping dependence of structural pa-
rameters qualitatively confirms earlier studies, but upon

 AF in parent compounds
 Not understood: 
small moments & 
short FeAs bonds with DFT



Small moments in DFT+U
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Constraining AF moments

χ−1
q ≡ ∂2E

∂m2
q

= χ0
q
−1 − Iq < 0

           solution is 
unstable since

For U=0:
mq = 0



Iron



bcc Fe - collinear FM

M = Nup −Ndown = 2.2µB/atom



fcc Fe - non-collinear AF?

Exist at high T in solids
or 
as nano-clusters



hcp crystal with q=qz 
 q=c∗⁄4

Spin Spirals
(Herring – Sandratskii)

Generalized translations T �m(�r) = �m(�r+�Rn) = R �m(�r)
TR = R −1T

Generalized Bloch spinors

ψ j,�k(�r) =

�
ei(�k−�q/2)·�rα j,�k(�r)
ei(�k+�q/2)·�rβ j,�k(�r)

�



fcc Fe - non-collinear AF?
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Exist at high T in solids
or 
as nano-clusters



fct Fe - non-collinear AF?

fcc Fe unstable with respect
to distortions
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bct Fe1-xCox

c

Bain’s path
bcc fcc



eg

t2g

Brillouin zone center



Uniaxial 
Anisotropy

Saturation 
Moment

Burkert et al PRL-04



Helical Spin Density Waves – Rare Earth



Magnetism of the Rare 
Earths – reminder



“Phase Diagram”



Standard Model

Γ1 level in
cubic Pr

•  4f orbitals are inert 
•  Satisfy Russel-Saunders scheme 

•  Polarize conduction electrons 
•  Indirect exchange (RKKY)
•  SDW due to Fermi surface nesting



Results: Tm

Nordström et al EPL-00
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